Sunday, 10 June 2018
Good Morning Everyone,
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Having worked on other crafts for quite a
while now I finally sat down yesterday &
got some card making done. There are six
birthdays on my calendar for July (& then
two on August 1st) so I thought I had better
make a start.
I made five cards yesterday, the first found
the bin quickly, two are in the gallery & the
final two actually made the grade - so that
is two down & four to go for next month.
Three of those four are for male members
of the family, so as long as I get the third
one done for a female friend I will buy the
others if I get stuck.
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Although both birthdays on August 1st are
female friends, I could get away with
delving in the ‘makes’ drawer for both as
neither follow the website.
Image 1: The current ‘Touched by magic’
paper collection has exactly two more
weeks to roll, though I did work up a new
collection in the week.
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Image 2: A new template for you now, this
one makes a lovely little flower cup, so
would make a pretty battery operated tea
light holder for indoors & evenings in the
garden. Would also be useful for bits &
bobs on the desk top, sewing table, inside
of a drawer etc. etc.
Images 3 &4: Okay I had a week off from
uploading the designs I did including
envelopes, but they were really popular so
here is the first of the next set of four. As

you can see I am still into my ‘yellow’ mode!
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So these sets are deep decoupage card kits
with matching C6 envelope, & they are all
yellow!
Image 5: The last of the sailing collection for
the men’s page this week, these one’s are
simple framed toppers.
Images 6 & 7: The second of the new
‘including envelope’ sets for the coming
week.
Image 8: With Father’s day only a week
away now I worked up a new design set for
you.
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Whereas the regular design sets generally
come with four images & four papers I
thought I would do something different
with this one, so you have eight images &
three backgrounds. I even made up some
examples for you this time!
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Image 9: The twelfth of sixteen of these
Alpine flower decoupages, but now I am
running two decoupage sets at the same
time the page will get a bit muddled!
Image 10 (The other set of decoupages).
The third in the series of oval decoupages,
with five more to go, this one will be a bit
tricky to cut out when you reach the final
layer, so you may need to have your craft
knife ready!
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Image 11: the bonus sheet for this morning
is the final one from all of the sailing stuff I
put together. So now you have all of the
backgrounds & design sheets to play around
with!
Having woken to grey low cloud & no sun
until late afternoon all week, this morning
the sun is out & it feels a bit warmer, but it is
supposed to rain later?
Catch you all later.

Rita x

